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ABSTRACT

This research aims to look at political engagement on social media which is then deepened with the substance of the campaign in the Depok City Regional Head Election in 2020. There has been no research that combines the amount of political engagement with the substance of the campaign. The regulation of the regional head election campaign in the Covid-19 situation is technically regulated in PKPU No. 13 of 2020 regarding the Second Amendment to the General Election Commission Regulation Number 6 of 2020 concerning the Implementation of the Election of Governors and Vice Governors, Regents and Vice Regents, and/or Mayors and Vice Mayors Simultaneously Continued in Non-Natural Disaster Conditions Corona Virus Disease 2019 (Covid-19) raises a new regulatory feature in the form of the use of social media. Therefore, this regulation becomes the basis for looking at the political engagement of netizens which is then explored by looking at the substance of the campaign on social media. This research method is descriptive qualitative with data collection techniques using Social Network Analysis (SNA) precisely on Twitter social media. The findings of this study indicate that although the campaigns of candidate pairs on Twitter accounts have a high number of political engagement which obtained from netizens, this does not necessarily indicate a narrative substance in the campaign program. However, there is an atmosphere of political polarization which also contributes to the high number of political engagements on Twitter.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The attention into political engagement discourse escalated along with the worried about political stability and the commitment of young generation to the political system. This means that the discourse of political engagement has two thing which is as a based mark. First, the attention to political stability can't be released from the role of political actor. Absolutely, this could be conducted by intergenerational mobility of political community in order to achieve political stability. Second, political stability is also related to the political system like on Nambo & Puluhuluwa (2005), mentioned that political system would be related to the human relationship which encompass to the power, control, and also influence of political itself.

Meanwhile, Carreras (2016) explained the political engagement which divided into two forms, namely cognitive and active political engagement. Political engagement cognitively refers to citizen psychological attachment on applied political system. In the other side, political engagement actively rated the citizen manifest theirselves to the several political agenda like build communication with politician, attend the political meeting, and engage in the another public agenda like election.

Political engagement has the enough impact significantly. That is viewed on how the citizen could give the assement to their leader. Furthermore, it through to the performance on articulating of public interest untill they could increase the development with changing the incentives and create elections for quality leaders. Nowadays, political engagement increasingly developing into something new with the application of digital technology to citizens. Postill (2012) explained that the political engagement which puts forward political forms, indicate interdisciplinary science which study about digitalization from traditional form to the emerging of political life with the digitalization. The connectedness and engagement of social media utilization could establish an interaction and also digitally political participation.

Political engagement is also can occurs because the utilization of social media which replace the utilization of conventional media. According to Andriadi (2017) explained that there are several thing which couldn't offer by conventional media like television and radio, such as there is not interactivity like what on social media. This interactivity is a form of two way interaction that is correlated with forms of democracy. Interactivity is a form of citizen digital interaction on articulating of the interest. Therefore, digital advice has a correlation on current political engagement.

In another side, the using of social media is also making easy for political branding of candidates. Social media as a tools in conveying political messages, therefore it should be a variable on delivering those informations. In this side, the massages might suitable with the target to be achieved along with constructed development.
language according to the target recipient of the message.9

Furthermore, the other things that social media offers as campaign tools is considered to increase voter turnout. Another factor such as information management and ease of access to the political information, is indirectly forming a new political communication. The advances of information technology is also facilitate the politician using social media as a campaign tool.10 This indicates that the setting of social media utilization in local election agenda, not immediately because of pandemic Covid-19, but also it's appropriate current development due to the massive use of information technology.

Those several perspectives are implicitly conclude the correlation between social media and political engagement. Nowadays, those several perspectives show the technology partisan pattern which related to digital. There are few ideological partisan pattern that contributed to the use of social media about political problem such as posting thoughts on civil and political matters, reacting to the other netizen post, following candidates, liking and attaching the other people’s content, and joining social media groups.11 Political engagement on social media makes this form of democratization in the real sense easier to realize for each individual. This shows that digital political engagement is born from the use of social media as a device or distributor of political communication.

Some research suggests an integration of online engagement on social media that affects offline political actions and activities such as coming to the voting booth on polling day.13 However, there are also other consequences of high political engagement on social media. Postill (2012) explained that there is a thin form of citizenship so that privacy issues raised on social media do not escape being discussed in it. The consequence of the expansion of digital channels is the substance and vulnerability that occurs on social media in building political engagement. Whether the political narrative is built can affect the understanding of social media users or not. Although that social media has an influence that is considered so strong to trigger an engagement to political participation, but in fact this is not comparable to the influence on political knowledge in it. The holding of the 2020 regional head election in Indonesia simultaneously shows a niche to see the form of political engagement. Moreover, the Covid-19 situation in Indonesia provides an impetus to question political engagement on the electoral agenda. This is based on several concerns for the safety and security of the community, one of which is the level of community participation and engagement in the implementation of the 2020 Simultaneous Elections. The reason is because the number of Covid-19 in Indonesia has not shown a decrease in cases, while the agenda for
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regional head elections is planned to continue. Recorded positive cases of Covid-19 in the week before the election is considered to continue to increase with an average case reaching 5,382 cases in 7 days.\textsuperscript{16} Although the regulation has been updated with the issuance of Presidential Regulation in Lieu of Law (Perppu) Number 2 of 2020 concerning the Third Amendment to Law No. 1 of 2015 concerning the Determination of Government Regulations in Lieu of Law No. 1 of 2014 concerning the Election of Governors, Regents, and Mayors into Law. However, this is not necessarily a determinant factor to suppress concerns about the emergence of Covid-19 clusters in simultaneous elections.

The change in campaigning by involving social media as part of the intermediary for information delivery, has shown the nature of its use. For example, according to Jansen on (Khalyubi, Bangun, Ardiyansyah, et al., 2021) mentioned that the use of social media especially in political campaigns can create a horizontal communication space based on three reasons that include it\textsuperscript{17}. First, campaigns on social media form responsive communication later that can form the legitimacy of communicative choices such as discussing problems, campaign issues and also certain topics in the campaign.

Second, with several features on social media, the campaign can form a retransmission of campaign messages that are disseminated or re-uploaded through communication generated by supporters. Retransmission of political messages can discuss and define a particular topic or problem. Third, the use of social media as a campaigning tool can invite people who are users of social media itself to participate unstructuredly on social media. The intrusion of the form of the campaign is a logical consequence of the relationship of social media users based on the rhetoric of the campaign narrative on social media\textsuperscript{18}.

Government Regulation in Lieu of Law (Perppu) designed as a legal umbrella in a state of forced crunch can be a stimulus in building political engagement in the 2020 simultaneous elections. Included in this case the determination of campaign methods that are considered must take into account health and also public safety. Another problem that affects is the focus of the community on economic recovery with a new normal condition accompanied by still a sense of concern for health protection in the situation of Covid-19 outbreak. This is because there is no significant correlation that regional head elections can creating economy recovery for community\textsuperscript{19}. The campaign method is required to also still attract enthusiasm in the formation of community participation. Therefore, that political engagement in the success of simultaneous elections is maintained despite the limitations of the Covid-19 pandemic.

In questioning the form of political engagement in regional head elections, regulatory construction is the most highlighted thing. Including technical regulations regarding campaigns is one of the guarantees for the holding of regional head elections. This is because the campaign is an effort to convey a message to the general public.


\textsuperscript{18} Ibid.

Especially, the matters related to political campaigns can be carried out in various forms such as posters, banners, billboards, speeches, advertisements, and leaflets. However, the usual campaign regulations were changed and adjusted to the situation of the Covid-19 outbreak.

The regulation of regional head election campaigns in the Covid-19 situation is technically regulated in PKPU No. 13 of 2020 related to the Second Amendment to the General Election Commission Regulation Number 6 of 2020 concerning the Implementation of The Election of Governors and Vice Governors, Regents and Vice Regents, and/or Mayors and Vice Mayors simultaneously Continued in the Conditions of Non-Natural Disaster Corona Virus Disease 2019 (Covid-19). The change is reduced by the existence of campaign arrangements through social media in Article 58 which states that Political Parties or Combined Political Parties, Candidate Pairs, Campaign Teams, and/or other parties prioritize limited meeting campaign methods and face-to-face meetings and dialogues as intended in Article 57 letter a and b conducted through Social Media and Online Media. This change in regulation has also raised questions about people’s political engagement in the agenda of the 2020 regional head election. Moreover, this is also accompanied by people who are still focused on improving the household economy along with concerns about Covid-19.

This argument is reinforced by public interest in online forms of communication. The delivery of ideas and influence often is no longer through conventional media such as newspapers, billboards, banners, and so on. Therefore, the use of social media in communicating with the audience has become a necessity.

This research was conducted in Depok City with several reasons. First, Depok City is an area when there is a finding of the first case of Covid-19. Second, Depok City is also one of the areas that held elections in West Java along with 7 other regencies such as Bandung, Cianjur, Sukabumi, Karawang, Indramayu, Tasikmalaya, and Pangandaran. This study looks at two sides that are integrated between holding Election and Covid-19 pandemic in Depok City. The Depok City Election itself was followed by two pair candidates. The candidate pair number 1 Pradi Supriatna and Afifah Alia who are members of the Depok Raises Coalition. While the candidate pair number 2, namely Mohammad Idris and Imam Budi Hartono, joined the FairLy Prosperous Organized Coalition.

Some of the reasons revealed that the purpose of this study was to look at the form of digital political engagement to have implications for the delivery of narratives on social media as a medium of information on the 2020 Regional Head Election Campaign in Depok City. Political engagement on social media is found in the form of replies in response to the campaign narrative of the candidate pair's account accompanied by looking at the number of likes, shares, and comments in each social media posts. In addition, political engagement is also seen more deeply by looking at the substance of the campaign on social media. This can show the form of community attention and insecurity on social media that appears in every campaign narrative in regional head elections in Depok City.

Furthermore, there has been no research on political engagement in the digital world which is linked to the substance of the campaign narrative. This research is expected to complement previous research gaps, especially by looking at forms of political engagement on social media. Political engagement in the digital world can reflect the effectiveness of
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using social media as a political communication channel at the stages of the campaign by inferring the substance and political narrative that arises in each candidate's account. The initial argument of the authors in this research is that although the candidate pairs have a very high value of political engagement on social media, it does not necessarily show the existence of a substantive campaign narrative in form of a political program which it has an offer of vision and mission of the candidate pairs in contesting the Depok City Regional Head Election in 2020.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

This research method is a descriptive qualitative research. Qualitative approach is an approach which it applies methods for exploring and understanding meanings that are — by a number of individuals or groups of people — considered to be derived from social or humanitarian problems. Data collection techniques in this study use Social Network Analysis (SNA) precisely on Social Media Twitter. Social Network Analysis (SNA) is one of the analytical methods that are often used in looking at a relationship and information, especially in social media activities, in seeing and analyzing the network of intercommunicable relationships on social media.

This research is also looked at the average amount of political engagement on social media by looking at the average number of likes, comments, retweets, quotes, retweets, and shares on social media Twitter. Twitter was chosen because it is a plural public space containing discussion rooms of various groups to form its own public space.

Digital political engagement shows political activity on social media. Therefore, likes, comments, retweets, quotes, and shares are considered to represent the political activity of the digital. This political activity illustrates the partisanship of internet citizens on the issue of political campaigns in the agenda of holding the 2020 Regional Head Elections in Depok City. High political engagement is not a determinant factor for determining who wins as many votes as possible. However, with the political narrative in every candidate pair's campaign, this can certainly see the substance of the election campaign on social media.

![Pattern of Research Method](image)

**Picture 1. Pattern of Research Method**

_Source: Data processed by author_
The author viewed each candidate's campaign on social media by capturing narratives as well as campaign conversations on Twitter using NVivo12. After that, the results of the capture are then used as data in conducting narrative analysis. The collection techniques in this study are carried out in two ways. First, in measuring political engagement on Twitter, it is done by looking at the amount of political activity digitally such as likes, comments, retweets, quote-retweet, and shares on each candidate pair's Twitter social media account, both Pradi-Arifah or Idris-Imam. Second, the narratives and campaign conversations on Twitter that have been captured are also classified in terms of looking at the substance of the election in campaigns that occur on social media.

Both data collection techniques further show a political activity in cyberspace in the form of the amount of political engagement, substance and insecurity of electoral campaign on social media. The digital political activity was seen in the Depok City regional head election campaign in 2020. The campaign stage was carried out from 26th September to 5th December 2020. The author divides the time period of campaign into 11 weeks. This is intended to see the progressivity of political engagement on social media of each pair of election candidates in Depok City.

3. RESEARCH RESULT

Research on public participation and engagement in the electoral agenda is increasingly widespread and interesting to research. This is certainly based on the use of technology that makes it easier for users to provide messages and get information quickly. This also indicates that in this digital era every individual can become a "journalist" in providing information and news for every event, especially news about politics. In this section the author describes a number of research findings outlined in two parts. First, the political engagement of Twitter users to the campaign of candidate couples in the 2020 Election of Depok City is considered interesting to explore. Especially in measuring the number of responses and the engagement of netizens. Second, along with the activities that engage political efforts in the digital world, it is necessary to explore the narrative of the campaign by looking at the substance of the campaign in cyberspace of the Depok City Election.

3.1 MEASURING ACTIVITY OF POLITICAL ENGAGEMENT IN TWITTER

Political engagement on Social Media Twitter is actually not much different from the form of citizen participation in responding to all political issues. The political engagement shown in social media allows internet users of Twitter to participate in spreading the campaign narrative either directly or indirectly. As in Khalyubi et al. (2021) it is explained that the use of social media in the form of Twitter has an important meaning, especially in efforts to spread the campaign narrative. First, Twitter social media can carry out programmatic political campaigns by looking at the routine activity of candidate pair's accounts every week. This activity is certainly part of all political campaign processes in the 2020 Election in Depok City. Second, Twitter social media serves as an information medium for each candidate pair's program, especially in offering the ideas, vision, and mission of the candidate through programmatic politics. This is also related to how the candidate pairs form the issue of political campaigns narrated on social media Twitter. Third, although
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Twitter social media is not part of the determinant factor in voting, but the use of Twitter in campaigning can facilitate the dissemination of political information. Fourth, Twitter as a medium of political campaigning can amplify political symbols in every campaign narrative of candidate pairs in the Depok City Election. Political engagement is measured to see the extent to which the role of political campaigns on social media, especially Twitter, can generate public attention in cyberspace. The political engagement of the netizen is calculated as shown by the following chart:

In graph 1, it shows the difference in political engagement figures from the two social media accounts of candidate pairs, both Pradi-Arifah and Idris-Imam. The political engagement found by Pradi-Arifah's social media accounts is considered more dynamic. The campaign in the first until the fifth week the number of netizen's political engagement on Pradi-Arifah social media accounts reached 0-0.29. Meanwhile, in the sixth week, the number of political engagement of netizens on social media accounts Pradi-Arifah increased, which ranged from 0.94 to the point of escalation was at a value of 1.91 in the seventh week. This indicates that Pradi-Arifah's campaign activity on Twitter attracted internet responses in the seventh week of the campaign, exactly on 04 November 2020 to 11 November 2020.

Then on 18 November 2020, there began to be a decrease in attention that had implications for the decrease in the netizen's political engagement in responding to the issue of the Pradi-Arifah campaign on Twitter. The difference score of political engagement of netizen to @pradi_arifah accounts was 0.40 and to be precise to 1.59. The figure continues to decline along with predetermined campaign limits and also ahead of polling day.

Different from pradi-Arifah's account, Idris-Imam's account is considered more stagnant in achieving political engagement on social media. The highest score of political engagement found by Idris-Imam's account and it was only at an average value of 0.51 in the third week. After that, the value of political engagement found by the number 2 candidate pair's account actually tends to stagnate and decrease until the end of the campaign stage on 5th December, 2021, which is 0.16. This actually indicates that the Idris-Imam campaign on Twitter was actually received less attention from netizens, including in responding to every campaign narrative, both pro and contra responses.
Furthermore, there was also @idrisimam2020 account had experienced a slight increase in the number of political engagements on Twitter in the eighth week with the addition the difference score by 0.19. This is indeed considered not so much attention given to the campaign of that candidate pair on Twitter. This is because it does not show a significant score of public response to the campaign issue which was amplified by Idris-Imam's account on Twitter. Therefore, it was found that the two candidate pairs had differences in grabbing public sympathy on Twitter. Pradi-Afifah are considered more able to attract the attention of citizens on social media because of political engagement value in responding to dynamic campaign narratives and it higher than Idris-Imam. Meanwhile, on the contrary, Idris-Imam does not have a higher value of political engagement by netizens to the narrative of campaign issues that were often amplified on Twitter.

3.2 ELECTION SUBSTANCE ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Activities in the form of political engagement of both social media accounts, Pradi-Afifah and Idris-Imam, need to be explored by looking at the substance of the campaign on Twitter. Deepening by monitoring the campaign substance of each social media account was outlined by looking at the definition of the campaign and also the vulnerability that occurs. The definition of an election campaign is written in Law No. 1 of 2015 concerning the Determination of Replacement Regulations of Law No. 1 of 2014 concerning the Election of Governors, Regents, and Mayors into Law that the Election Campaign here in after called the Campaign is an activity to convince Voters by offering the vision, mission, and program of Candidates for Governor, Regent Candidates, and Mayor Candidates. Therefore, the author includes several indicators such as self-image, campaign programs, and political education as derivatives of the definition of an election campaign.

Meanwhile, in looking at the substance of the campaign, the author also compared it to the insecurity of the campaign carried out on social media. The author takes several indicators of campaign insecurity from the determination of the 9 Main Risks of Political Campaigns on Social Media compiled by civil society groups belonging to the Coalition for the Code of Ethics in Social Media. The are nine risks in social media which include 1) hoaxes, fake news, and disinformation; 2) misinformation; 3) coordinated non-authentic behavior; 4) coordinated black campaign; 5) influencers and buzzers; 6) use of fake/anonymous accounts; 7) use of bots, algorithms and automation; 8) political advertising spending on social media; and 9) the promotion of a polarizing atmosphere.

Three of them are the indicators that can be traced using Social Network Analysis (SNA) by Nvivo12, those are hoax problems, black campaigns, and the atmosphere of political polarization. Therefore, in conducting monitoring on social media, author selected 6 indicators as the the substance of political campaigns which carried out by the winning team of each candidate pair in Depok City.

Political engagement on social media can be used as a benchmark in looking at the substance of the campaign. Our initial argument is that along with the high number of political engagement on social media, it can build a substantive campaign narrative about the campaign program when it is always uploaded in every social media post which belongs to each candidate. This argument concludes that the delivery of the campaign narrative will be more acceptable because of the political
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engagement from the followers on social media, definitely in looking at the substance of the campaign itself. Further explanation of the substance of the election campaign is shown as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Kampoeng</th>
<th>Pendidikan Politik</th>
<th>Kampanye Hitam</th>
<th>Hoax</th>
<th>Citra Diri</th>
<th>Atmosfer Polarisasi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32.00%</td>
<td>14.00%</td>
<td>3.00%</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
<td>23.00%</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Chart 1.** The Substance of the Pradi-Afifah Campaign on Twitter
*Source: Data processed by author*

Chart 1 explains that social media campaigns of Pradi-Afifah showed a variety of substance. The percentage substance of campaigns on social media ranked several indicators from the largest to the smallest such as campaign programs (32%), polarizing atmosphere (25%), self-image (23%), political education (14%), black campaigns (3%), and hoaxes (1%). The substance of the campaign regarding the campaign program occupies the highest percentage at 32%. The author's findings regarding the campaign program narrated by @pradi_afifah account on Twitter more led to a free medical campaign program using ID cards for the citizens of Depok City. Meanwhile, a polarizing atmosphere was also built through conversations that occurred on @pradi_afifah accounts on Twitter. The high atmosphere of polarization of 25% defeated the substance of the campaign regarding the self-image of the candidate pair which is only 2% adrift of the polarizing atmosphere of the campaign, which is precisely 23%.

Some of the things that contribute to the high atmosphere of political polarization on Pradi-Afifah's account were due to the "kadrun" narrative that labels certain accounts in some of its interactions. In addition, the news about 20% of PKS cadres who support Pradi-Afifah was also considered as a trigger for political polarization in social media accounts @pradi_afifah.

Social media accounts that should be used to campaign for the vision and mission program of each candidate pair in Depok City were even considered too far away by linking political issues nationally. This was shown by @pradi_afifah account many tweets about the arrival of Habib Rizieq on 9th November 2020 by showing a narrative that leads the tendency to certain groups.

Then, the substance of the campaign regarding self-image with a percentage of 23% in chart 1 was also due to the presence of Afifah Alia as the only woman who competing in the Depok City Local Election in 2020. That percentage was not without cause, but it shows that in every campaign on social media, the candidate pair's account more often builds the orientation of the figure or candidate to influence the audience. Figures or candidates are political products that can be marketed or in this case entered into push political marketing.

Especially, Afifah as a female figure who ran, became an effort of political marketing on social media for that candidate pair.

As for the other three indicators of campaign substance in social media accounts, @pradi_afifah showed very different percentages. The substance of political education was 14% due to the narrative of the invitation to the polling stations for not to do abstain (golput), provide understanding to be smart voters, provide understanding to be smart voters,
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and provide an understanding of the procedures how to vote on 9th December 2020. Meanwhile, our other finding about the campaign is that there was a narrative that concerns to the personal problems of political opponents by contextualizing into political affairs. In this case, such as the positive test Covid-19 on one of the candidates, Mohammad Idris, was used as a narrative that brought down political opponents by Pradi-Arifah supporters. Meanwhile, the indicator of hoax substance by 1% was found by the existence of visual hoaxes and news about Joe Biden which allegedly supported the candidate pair Pradi-Arifah.

Meanwhile, the substance of the campaign on self-image is shown by the many narratives that justify some of the awards bestowed on a Mohammad Idris.

This is because Mohammad Idris was the previous Mayor of Depok in the period 2015-2020. Therefore, high substance of the campaign regarding the narrative of self-image on social media showed that political figures are crucial in the election campaign. It's done by showing the achievements which achieved before to convince netizens as the recipients of the message.

The other four indicators of campaign substance in social media accounts @idrisimam2020 did not show a significant percentage. In the substance of political education by 4%, author found that the invitation to come to the polling station along with the use of health protocols was part of political education to not to be absent. In addition, the invitation to watch open debates on television was also considered as an effort that leads to political education. The atmosphere of polarization by 3% and also the black campaign by 1% were formed through comments of netizens who concern to certain groups. On the other hand, the problem of hoaxes also did not show a significant percentage despite the news of mystical disturbances against Imam Budi Hartono’s wife which could not be proven to be true.

### Chart 2.
**Idris-Imam's Campaign Substance on Twitter**

*Source: Data processed by author*

Furthermore, unlike the findings of the previous chart, chart 2 explains a social media campaign by Idris-Imam that does not showed a variety of substance. The percentage of campaign substance on social media accounts @idrisimam2020 was also sorted several indicators from the largest to the smallest such as campaign programs (56%), self-image (34%), political education (4%), polarizing atmosphere (3%), black campaigns (1%), and hoaxes (0.5%). The findings on social media of candidate pairs number 2 show different things where the campaign program narrative was huge dominance around 56%. Some campaign programs that were narrated as the substance of campaigns on social media include economic problems, infrastructure development, and also some social and political agendas.

![Crosstab Query - Result Preview](chart2.png)


4. CONCLUSION

There is a lot of research on voter participation in the campaign of candidate pairs and on polling day. Especially in the process of campaigning candidate pair on social media, this phenomenon can not only be said to be an attempt to participate. However, the author more precisely mentions that this phenomenon is part of the political engagement of citizens in the internet. This is based on two reasons, first, social media allows every citizen to become a personal "journalist" by often participating in amplifying and even re-selecting all political information in cyberspace. Through options such as likes, replies, quote-retweets, and shares contained on Twitter, it actually allows the dissemination of campaign information involving the participation of citizens in cyberspace indirectly.

Second, the engagement of citizens in cyberspace can indirectly form an echo chamber in the use of social media. It is also what allows all news to be used as complementary information material for certain groups in compiling narratives on social media. Supporters of each candidate pair grouped themselves to network on social media. This factor can also affect the formation of a narrative ecosystem on social media for certain candidate pair.

There has been no research that attempts to pay attention to and measure the political engagement through the use of Social Network Analysis (SNA) on social media. This research is as an overview along with initial arguments to map the strategy of political campaigns by candidates. The formation of political groups in cyberspace, especially like buzzers, is considered to affect political involvement, especially because of the economic motives and political ideology that affect it.34

This research shows a different phenomenon of the two candidate pairs in utilizing Twitter social media. This is shown by the number of political engagement of netizens in responding to and re-amplifying the campaign narrative of the Pradi-Afifah which is considered more dynamic. Pradi-Afifah's political campaign through the twitter account @pradi-afifah showed the point of escalation was at a value of 1.91 in the seventh week. Meanwhile, Idris-Imam through the Twitter social media account @idrisimam2020 reached the point of escalation of political engagement of netizens only at an average value of 0.51 in the third week. This indicates that the campaign of the Pradi-Afifah on Twitter is more able to attract attention regardless of the pro and contra of the narrated campaign program.

However, the high political engagement on Twitter social media also gives rise to the substance of diverse political campaigns. For example, the pradi-Afifah as candidate pair actually has a narrative substance that tends to have a higher characteristic political polarization atmosphere than the Idris-Imam. On the other hand, the narrative about political education was also recorded higher than the @idrisimam2020 account by 14%. The @idrisimam2020 account who representing the idris-imam candidate pair is considered more stagnant.

The findings of this research indicate that although the campaign of candidates on Twitter has a high number of political engagement from netizens, this does not necessarily show the substance of the narrative in the form of campaign programs. However, there is an atmosphere of political polarization that also contributes to the high number of political engagement on social media like Twitter.
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